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PROBLEM STATEMENT

- fragmentation of the city
- problem of infrastructure
- lack of public space
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STRUCTURING THE STATE FARM WITH CORRIDORS; EACH WITH DIFFERENT THEMES.
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Each corridor has a representative public building on both sides.
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PROGRAM

sport+culture corridor

- DANCE & MUSIC CENTER
- Culture Centre
- Soccer stadium
- Swimming pool
- Sports Arena
- Tennis courts
- Climbing center
- etc.
CORRIDOR
Laban dance centre, London

**program**
- area: 8200m²
- 13 dance studios
- large theater (300 seats)
- bar
- library
- small theater
- public hall
- patio

**plan**

**section**

Llotja theatre&congress centre, Lleida

**program**
- area: 37900m²
- large theater (1000 seats)
- 2 congress halls
- multifunctional hall
- 2 foyers
- parking
- lounge
- terraces
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Dee and Charles Wyly theater, Dallas

**program**
- area: 77200m²
- "mus-theat" theater (1000 seats)
- cafe
- giftshop
- costume shop
- cocktail bar
- rehearsal spaces
- offices
- lobby
- education centre
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structural principal for the exceptions
GRAND THEATER
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SECTION GRAND THEATER
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CLIMATE CONTROL

- mechanical air supply
- mechanical air removal
“Space is a hidden feature of movement and movement is a visible aspect of space” (Laban, 1974)
FACADE
materialisation and composition

loadbearing concrete element

translucent fiberglass element

outer layer of fiberglass

steel frame as the structure

outer layer of fiberglass
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